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MUTUAL FUND 
Mutual fund is a trust that pools the savings of a number of investors who share a 

common financial goal. This pool of money is invested in accordance with a stated objective. 

The joint ownership of the fund is thus “Mutual”, i.e. the fund belongs to all investors. The 

money thus collected is then invested in capital market instruments such as shares, debentures 

and other securities. The income earned through these investments and the capital 

appreciations realized are shared by its unit holders in proportion the number of units owned 

by them. Thus a Mutual Fund is the most suitable investment for the common man as it offers 

an opportunity to invest in a diversified, professionally managed basket of securities at a 

relatively low cost.  
A Mutual Fund is an investment tool that allows small investors access to a well 

diversified portfolio of equities, bonds and other securities. Each shareholder Participates in 

the gain or loss of the fund. Units are issued and can be redeemed as needed. The fund‟s Net 

Asset value (NAV) is determined each day. Investments in securities are spread across a wide 

cross-section of industries and sectors and thus the risk is reduced. Diversification reduces the 

risk because all stocks may not move in the same direction in the same proportion at the same 

time. Mutual fund issues units to the investors in accordance with quantum of money 

invested by them. Investors of mutual funds are known as unit holders. 

 

Concept of Mutual Fund 

When an investor subscribes for the units of a mutual fund, he becomes part owner of 

the assets of the fund in the same proportion as his contribution amount put up with the 

corpus (the total amount of the fund). Mutual Fund investor is also known as a mutual fund 

shareholder or a unit holder. Any change in the value of the investments made into capital 

market instruments (such as shares, debentures etc) is reflected in the Net Asset Value (NAV) 

of the scheme. NAV is defined as the market value of the Mutual Fund scheme's assets net of 

its liabilities.NAV of a scheme is calculated by dividing the market value of scheme's assets 

by the total number of units issued to the market. 
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   HISTORY OF THE INDIAN MUTUAL FUND INDUSTRY 

The mutual fund industry in India started in 1963 with the formation of Unit Trust of 

India, at the initiative of the Government of India and Reserve Bank. Though the growth was 

slow, but it accelerated from the year 1987 when non-UTI players entered the Industry. In the 

past decade, Indian mutual fund industry had seen a dramatic improvement, both qualities 

wise as well as quantity wise. Before, the monopoly of the market had seen an ending phase; 

the Assets under Management (AUM) was Rs67 billion. The private sector entry to the fund 

family raised the AUM to Rs. 470 billion in March 1993 and till April 2004; it reached the 

height if Rs. 1540 billion. The Mutual Fund Industry is obviously growing at a tremendous 

space with the mutual fund industry can be broadly put into four phases according to the 

development of the sector. Each phase is briefly described as under.          

 

First Phase – 1964-87 

Unit Trust of India (UTI) was established on 1963 by an Act of Parliament by the 

Reserve Bank of India and functioned under the Regulatory and administrative control of the 

Reserve Bank of India. In 1978 UTI was de-linked from the RBI and the Industrial 

Development Bank of India (IDBI) took over the regulatory and administrative control in 

place of RBI. The first scheme launched by UTI was Unit Scheme 1964. At the end of 1988 

UTI had Rs.6, 700crores of assets under management. 

 

Second Phase – 1987-1993 (Entry of Public Sector Funds) 

1987 marked the entry of non- UTI, public sector mutual funds set up by public sector 

banks and Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) and General Insurance Corporation of 

India (GIC). SBI Mutual Fund was the first non- UTI Mutual Fund established in June 1987 

followed by Canada Bank Mutual Fund (Dec 87), Punjab National Bank Mutual Fund (Aug 

89), Indian Bank Mutual Fund (Nov 89), Bank of India (Jun90), Bank of Baroda Mutual 

Fund (Oct 92). LIC established its mutual fund in June 1989 while GIC had set up its mutual 

fund in December 1990.At the end of 1993, the mutual fund industry had assets under 

management of Rs.47, 004 crores. 
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Third Phase – 1993-2003 (Entry of Private Sector Funds) 

1993 was the year in which the first Mutual Fund Regulations came into being, under 

which all mutual funds, except UTI were to be registered and governed. The erstwhile 

Kothari Pioneer (now merged with Franklin Templeton) was the first private sector mutual 

fund registered in July 1993.The 1993 SEBI (Mutual Fund) Regulations were substituted by a 

more comprehensive and revised Mutual Fund Regulations in 1996. The industry now 

functions under the SEBI (Mutual Fund) Regulations 1996. As at the end of January 2003, 

there were 33 mutual funds with total assets of Rs. 1, 21,805 crores. 

 

Fourth Phase – since February 2003 

In February 2003, following the repeal of the Unit Trust of India Act 1963 UTI was 

bifurcated into two separate entities. One is the Specified Undertaking of the Unit Trust of 

India with assets under management of Rs.29, 835 crores as at the end of January 2003, 

representing broadly, the assets of US 64 scheme, assured return and certain other schemes. 

The second is the UTI Mutual Fund Ltd, sponsored by SBI, PNB, BOB and LIC. It is 

registered with SEBI and functions under the Mutual Fund Regulations. Consolidation and 

growth. As at the end of September, 2004, there were 29 funds, which manage. March, 2008 

assets under management were Rs.505152 crores under 421 schemes. In the year 2009 

mutual fund industry grown up to 6000 crores.  
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TOP MUTUAL FUND COMPANY IN INDIA 

 ABN AMRO Mutual Funds     

 Birla Sun life mutual Funds          

 Bank of Baroda Mutual Fund 

 HDFC Mutual Fund 

 HSBC Mutual Fund 

 ING Vysya Mutual Fund 

 Prudential ICICI Mutual Fund  

 Sahara Mutual Fund 

 State Bank of India Mutual Fund 

 Tata Mutual Fund (TMF) 

 Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Company (KMAMC) 

 UTI Asset Management Company Private Limited 

 Reliance Mutual Fund (RMF) 

 Standard Chartered Mutual Fund 

 Escorts Mutual Fund 

 Alliance Capital Mutual Fund 

 Benchmark Mutual Fund 

 Can bank Mutual Fund 

 LIC Mutual Fund 

 GIC Mutual Fund 
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Mutual funds can be classified as follow 
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Mutual funds can be classified as follow: 

 

 Based on their structure: 

 

Open-ended funds: Investors can buy and sell the units from the fund, at any point of time. 

 

Close-ended funds: These funds raise money from investors only once. Therefore, after the 

offer period, fresh investments cannot be made into the fund. If the fund is listed on a stocks 

exchange the units can be traded like stocks (E.g., Morgan Stanley Growth Fund). Recently, 

most of the New Fund Offers of close-ended funds provided liquidity window on a periodic 

basis such as monthly or weekly. Redemption of units can be made during specified intervals. 

Therefore, such funds have relatively low liquidity. 

 

 Based on their investment objective: 

 

Equity funds: These funds invest in equities and equity related instruments. With fluctuating 

share prices, such funds show volatile performance, even losses. However, short term 

fluctuations in the market, generally smoothens out in the long term, thereby offering higher 

returns at relatively lower volatility. At the same time, such funds can yield great capital 

appreciation as, historically, equities have outperformed all asset classes in the long term. 

Hence, investment in equity funds should be considered for a period of at least 3-5 years. It 

can be further classified as: 

i) Index funds- In this case a key stock market index, like BSE Sensex or Nifty is tracked. 

Their portfolio mirrors the benchmark index both in terms of composition and individual 

stock weights. 

ii) Equity diversified funds- 100% of the capital is invested in equities spreading across 

different sectors and stocks. 

iii|) Dividend yield funds- it is similar to the equity diversified funds except that they invest 

in companies offering high dividend yields. 

iv) Thematic funds- Invest 100% of the assets in sectors which are related through some theme.  

e.g. -An infrastructure fund invests in power, construction, cements sectors etc. 
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v) Sector funds- Invest 100% of the capital in a specific sector. e.g. - A banking sector fund 

will invest in banking stocks. 

vi) ELSS- Equity Linked Saving Scheme provides tax benefit to the investors. 

Balanced fund: 

Their investment portfolio includes both debt and equity. As a result, on the risk-return 

ladder, they fall between equity and debt funds. Balanced funds are the ideal mutual funds 

vehicle for investors who prefer spreading their risk across various instruments. Following 

are balanced funds classes: 

i) Debt-oriented investments – The Investment in these securities are up to 45%. 

ii) Equity-oriented investments -Invest at least 65% in equities. 

Debt fund: They invest only in debt instruments, and are a good option for investors averse 

to idea of taking risk associated with equities. Therefore, they invest exclusively in fixed-

income instruments like bonds, debentures, Government of India securities; and money 

market instruments such as certificates of deposit (CD), commercial paper (CP) and call 

money. Put your money into any of these debt funds depending on your investment horizon 

and needs. 

i) Liquid funds- These funds invest 100% in money market instruments, a large portion 

being invested in call money market. 

ii) Gilt fund ST- They invests 100% of their portfolio in government securities of and T-

bills. 

iii) Floating rate Fund - Invest in short-term debt papers. Floaters invest in debt instruments 

which have variable coupon rate. 

iv) Arbitrage fund- They generate income through arbitrage opportunities due to mispricing 

between cash market and derivatives market. Funds are allocated to equities, derivatives and 

money markets. Higher proportion (around 75%) is put in money markets, in the absence of 

arbitrage opportunities. 

v) Gilt funds LT- They invest 100% of their portfolio in long-term government 

Securities. 

vi) Income funds LT- Typically; such funds invest a major portion of the portfolio in 

long - term debt papers. 

vii) MIPs- Monthly Income Plans have an exposure of 70%-90% to debt and an 

exposure of  10%-30%  to equities. 

viii) FMPs- fixed monthly plans invest in debt papers whose maturity is in line with 
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that of the fund. 

THEORITICAL BACKGROUND   

 The Concept of Mutual Fund 

A mutual fund is a common pool of money into which investors place their 

contributions that are to be invested in accordance with a stated objective. The ownership of 

the fund is thus „joint‟ and „mutual‟; the fund belongs to all investors 

 

 

Mutual Funds are essentially investment vehicles where people with similar investment 

objective come together to pool their money and then invest accordingly. Each unit of any 

scheme represents the proportion of pool owned by the unit holder (investor). Appreciation or 

reduction in value of investments is reflected in net asset value (NAV) of the concerned 

scheme, which is declared by the fund from time to time. Mutual fund schemes are managed 

by respective Asset Management Companies (AMC). Different business groups/ financial 

institutions/ banks have sponsored these AMCs, either alone or in collaboration with reputed 

international firms. Several international funds like Alliance and Templeton are also 

operating independently in India. Many more international Mutual Fund giants are expected 

to come into Indian markets in the near future. 
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Working of a Mutual Fund 

 

 

Types of Mutual Funds on the Basis of Risk Vs Returns 
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 

Mutual funds are one of the most flexible modes of investments. One can invest in 

mutual funds any time with a minimum of Rs. 5000/- for the first time and a minimum of Rs. 

1000/- thereafter. One can also invest in mutual funds in the following manner. 

1. Systematic Investment Plan:  

Under this a fixed sum is invested each month on a fixed date of a month. Payment is 

made through post dated cheques or direct debit facilities. The investor gets fewer units when 

the NAV is high and more units when the NAV is low. This is called as the benefit of Rupee 

Cost Averaging (RCA) 

2. Systematic Transfer Plan:  

Under this an investor invests in debt oriented fund and gives instructions to transfer a 

fixed sum, at a fixed interval, to an equity scheme of the same mutual fund. 

3. Systematic Withdrawal Plan: 

 if someone wishes to withdraw from a mutual fund then he can withdraw a fixed amount 

each month. 

 

THE RULES FOR INVESTMENT SUCCESS 

 Although clear and simple, requires skill, dedication and astute judgment 

 If you begin with a prayer, you can think more clearly and make fewer mistakes 

 Outperforming the market is a difficult task. The challenge is not simply making 

better investment decisions than the average investor. The real challenge is making 

investment decisions that are better than those of the professionals who manage the 

big institutions. 

 Invest – don‟t trade or speculate. The stock market is not a casino, but if you move in 

or out of stocks every time they move a point or two, the market will be your casino. 

And you may lose eventually – or frequently. 

 Buy value, not market trends or the economic outlook. Ultimately, it is the 

individual stocks that determine the market, not vice-versa. Individual stocks can rise 

in a bear market and fall in a bull market. So buy individual stocks, not the market 

trend or economic outlook. 
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 When buying stocks, search for bargains among quality stocks. Determining quality 

in a stock is like reviewing a restaurant. You don‟t expect it to be 100% perfect, but 

before it gets three or four stars you want it to be superior. 

 Buy low. So simple in concept. So difficult in execution When prices are high, a lot of 

investors are buying a lot of stocks. Prices are low when demand is low. Investors 

have pulled back, people are discouraged and pessimistic. But, if you buy the same 

securities everyone else is buying, you will have the same results as every one else. 

By definition, you can‟t outperform the market. 

 There‟s no free lunch. Never invest on sentiment. Never invest solely on a tip. You 

would be surprised how many investors do exactly this. Unfortunately there is 

something compelling about a tip. Its very nature suggests inside information, a way 

to turn a fast profit. 

 Do your homework or hire wise experts to help you. People will tell you: Investigate 

before you invest. Listen to them. Study companies to learn what makes them 

successful. 

 Diversify – by company, by industry. In stocks and bonds, there is safety in numbers. 

No matter how careful you are, you can neither predict nor control the future. So you 

must diversify. 

 Invest for maximum total real return. This means the return after taxes and inflation. 

This is the only rational objective for most long-term investors. 

 Learn from your mistakes. The only way to avoid mistakes is not to invest – which is 

the biggest mistake of all. So forgive yourself for your errors and certainly do not try 

to recoup your losses by taking bigger risks. Instead, turn each mistake into a learning 

experience. 

 Aggressively monitor your investments. Remember, no investment is forever. Expect 

and react to change. And there are no stocks that you can buy and forget. Being 

relaxed doesn‟t mean being complacent. 

 An investor who has all the answers doesn‟t even understand all the questions. A 

cocksure approach to investing will lead, probably sooner than later, to 

disappointment if not outright disaster. The wise investor recognizes that success is a 

process of continually seeking answers to new questions 
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 Remain flexible and open-minded about types of investment. There are times to buy 

blue-chip stocks, cyclical stocks, convertible bonds, and there are times to sit on cash. 

The fact is there is no one kind of investment that is always best. 

 Don‟t panic. Sometimes you won‟t have sold when everyone else is buying, and you 

will be caught in a market crash. Don‟t rush to sell the next day. Instead, study your 

portfolio. If you can‟t find more attractive stocks, hold on to what you have. 

 Don‟t be fearful or negative too often. There will, of course, be corrections, perhaps 

even crashes. But over time our studies indicate, stocks do go up…and up and up. In 

this century or the next, it‟s still "Buy low, sell high." 

Advantages of Mutual Funds 

The benefits on offer are many with good post-tax returns and reasonable safety being 

the hallmark that we normally associate with them. Some of the other major benefits of 

investing in them are: 

 Number of available options 

Mutual funds invest according to the underlying investment objective as specified 

at the time of launching a scheme. So, we have equity funds, debt funds, gilt funds and 

many others that cater to the different needs of the investor. The availability of these 

options makes them a good option. While equity funds can be as risky as the stock 

markets themselves, debt funds offer the kind of security that is aimed for at the time of 

making investments. Money market funds offer the liquidity that is desired by big 

investors who wish to park surplus funds for very short-term periods. Balance Funds cater 

to the investors having an appetite for risk greater than the debt funds but less than the 

equity funds. The only pertinent factor here is that the fund has to be selected keeping the 

risk profile of the investor in mind because the products listed above have different risks 

associated with them. So, while equity funds are a good bet for a long term, they may not 

find favour with corporate or High Net worth Individuals (HNIs) who have short-term 

needs. 

 Diversification 

 Investments are spread across a wide cross-section of industries and sectors and so 

the risk is reduced. Diversification reduces the risk because all stocks don t move in the same 

direction at the same time. One can achieve this diversify through a Mutual Fund with far less 

money than one can on his own. 
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 Professional Management 

Mutual Funds employ the services of skilled professionals who have years of 

experience to back them up. They use intensive research techniques to analyze each 

investment option for the potential of returns along with their risk levels to come up with the 

figures for performance that determine the suitability of any potential investment. 

 Potential of Returns 

Returns in the mutual funds are generally better than any other option in any other 

avenue over a reasonable period of time. People can pick their investment horizon and stay 

put in the chosen fund for the duration. Equity funds can outperform most other investments 

over long periods by placing long-term calls on fundamentally good stocks. The debt funds 

too will outperform other options such as banks. Though they are affected by the interest rate 

risk in general, the returns generated are more as they pick securities with different duration 

that have different yields and so are able to increase the overall returns from the portfolio. 

 Liquidity 

Fixed deposits with companies or in banks are usually not withdrawn premature 

because there is a penal clause attached to it. The investors can withdraw or redeem money at 

the Net Asset Value related prices in the open-end schemes. In closed-end schemes, the units 

can be transacted at the prevailing market price on a stock exchange. Mutual funds also 

provide the facility of direct repurchase at NAV related prices. The market prices of these 

schemes are dependent on the NAVs of funds and may trade at more than NAV (known as 

Premium) or less than NAV (known as Discount) depending on the expected future trend of 

NAV which in turn is linked to general market conditions. Bullish market may result in 

schemes trading at Premium while in bearish markets the funds usually trade at Discount. 

This means that the money can be withdrawn anytime, without much reduction in yield. 

Some mutual funds however, charge exit loads for withdrawal within a period. Besides these 

important features, mutual funds also offer several other key traits.  

 Well Regulated 

Unlike the company fixed deposits, where there is little control with the investment 

being considered as unsecured debt from the legal point of view, the Mutual Fund industry is 

very well regulated. All investments have to be accounted for, decisions judiciously taken. 

SEBI acts as a true watchdog in this case and can impose penalties on the AMCs at fault. The 

regulations, designed to protect the investors interests are also implemented effectively. 
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 Transparency 

Being under a regulatory framework, mutual funds have to disclose their holdings, 

Investment pattern and all the information that can be considered as material, before all 

Investors. This means that the investment strategy, outlooks of the market and scheme related 

details are disclosed with reasonable frequency to ensure that transparency exists in the 

system. This is unlike any other investment option in India where the investor knows nothing 

as nothing is disclosed. 

 Tax Benefits 

Tax saver schemes facilitate investors to enjoy Tax rebate. 

 

Flexible, Affordable and a Low Cost affair 

Mutual Funds offer a relatively less expensive way to invest when compared to other 

avenues such as capital market operations. The fee in terms of brokerages, custodial fees and 

other management fees are substantially lower than other options and are directly linked to 

the performance of the scheme. Investment in mutual funds also offers a lot of flexibility with 

features such as regular investment plans, regular withdrawal plans and dividend 

reinvestment plans enabling systematic investment or withdrawal of funds. Even the 

investors, who could otherwise not enter stock markets with low investible funds, can benefit 

from a portfolio comprising of high-priced stocks because they are purchased from pooled 

funds. As has been discussed, mutual funds offer several benefits that are unmatched by other 

investment options. Post liberalization, the industry has been growing at a rapid pace and has 

crossed Rs. 600000 corer size in terms of its assets under management. However, due to the 

low key investor awareness, the inflow under the industry is yet to overtake the inflows in 

banks. Rising inflation, falling interest rates and a volatile equity market make a deadly 

cocktail for the investor for whom mutual funds offer a route out of the impasse. The 

investments in mutual funds are not without risks because the same forces such as regulatory 

frameworks, government policies, interest rate structures, performance of companies etc. that 

rattle the equity and debt markets, act on mutual funds too. But it is the skill of the managing 

risks that investment managers seek to implement in order to strive and generate superior 

returns than otherwise possible that makes them a better option than many others. You can 

usually buy mutual fund shares by mail, phone, or over the Internet. 
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   Drawbacks of Mutual Funds 

   Mutual funds have their drawbacks and may not be for everyone:  

 No Guarantees: No investment is risk free. If the entire stock market declines in 

value, the value of mutual fund shares will go down as well, no matter how balanced 

the portfolio. Investors encounter fewer risks when they invest in mutual funds than 

when they buy and sell stocks on their own. However, anyone who invests through a 

mutual fund runs the risk of losing money. 

 Fees and commissions: All funds charge administrative fees to cover their day-

to-day expenses. Some funds also charge sales commissions or "loads" to compensate 

brokers, financial consultants, or financial planners. Even if you don't use a broker or 

other financial adviser, you will pay a sales commission if you buy shares in a Load 

Fund.  

 Taxes: During a typical year, most actively managed mutual funds sell anywhere 

from 20 to 70 percent of the securities in their portfolios. If your fund makes a profit 

on its sales, you will pay taxes on the income you receive, even if you reinvest the 

money you made. 

 Management risk: When you invest in a mutual fund, you depend on the fund's 

manager to make the right decisions regarding the fund's portfolio. If the manager 

does not perform as well as you had hoped, you might not make as much money on 

your investment as you expected. Of course, if you invest in Index Funds, you forego 

management risk, because these funds do not employ managers. 

Need for the study 

There is a range of investment products available to the consumers and there are a 

number of companies offering Mutual Fund. Mutual Fund is subjected to the market risk, 

thus consumer scale not just company but the various aspects and features of a particular                                                                     

throat competition between various Mutual Funds, where the brand name, past performance, 

risk and returns play a vital role in the selection of Mutual Fund. 
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STATMENT OF PROBLEM 

A big boom has been witnessed in Mutual fund Industry in resent time. A large 

number of new players have entered the market and trying to gain market share in this rapidly 

improving market.  How choose best Mutual Fund among others and when and how doing 

comparison between two or more Mutual Fund products or schemes 

 

OBJECTIVE OF PROJECT 

 Primary Objective:    

 Study of Kotak Mutual Funds with its competitor and analyze the past performance 

backed with Mutual Fund comparison and Analysing. 

 To know why one has invest or not invest in Kotak Mutual Fund 

Secondary Objective: 

 To understand Mutual Fund Industry. 

 To study benefits in investment in Mutual Funds. 

 To analyze the past performance. 

 To find out consumer‟s criterions for selection of Mutual Funds. 

 

Scope of the study 

The research was carried on in Nasik. I had been sent at one of the branch of Kotak 

Mahindra Mutual Fund, Pandit Colony, Nasik where I completed my Project work. I 

surveyed on my Project Topic “Mutual Fund Comparison and Analysing” 

The study will help to understand the mutual fund industries and comparative 

analysing various mutual fund schemes as well as the project covers the overall scenario of 

the mutual fund with different mutual fund schemes. This project report may help the 

company to make further planning and strategy.                                                                            
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CHAPTER – 2 

COMPANY PROFILE 
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KOTAK MAHINDRA 

Kotak Mahindra is one of India's leading financial organizations, offering a wide 

range of financial services that encompass every sphere of life. From commercial banking, to 

stock broking, to mutual funds, to life insurance, to investment banking, the group caters to 

the diverse financial needs of individuals and corporate. 

The group has a net worth of over Rs. 6,799 core and has a distribution network of 

branches, franchisees, representative offices and satellite offices across cities and towns in 

India and offices in New York, London, San Francisco, Dubai, Mauritius and Singapore. The 

Group services around 6.4 million customer accounts. 

STABLISHMENNT OF COMPANY 
           The Kotak Mahindra Group was born in 1985 as Kotak Capital Management Finance 

Limited. This company was promoted by Uday Kotak, Sidney A. A. Pinto and Kotak & 

Company. Industrialists Harish Mahindra and Anand Mahindra took a stake in 1986, and 

that's when the company changed its name to Kotak Mahindra Finance Limited.  

Since then it's been a steady and confident journey to growth and success. 

1986 Kotak Mahindra Finance Limited starts the activity of Bill Discounting  

1987 Kotak Mahindra Finance Limited enters the Lease and Hire Purchase market 

1990 The Auto Finance division is started  

1991 
The Investment Banking Division is started. Takes over FICOM, one of India's 

largest financial retail marketing networks 

1992 Enters the Funds Syndication sector  

1995 

Brokerage and Distribution businesses incorporated into a separate company - 

Kotak Securities. Investment Banking division incorporated into a separate 

company - Kotak Mahindra Capital Company  

1996 

The Auto Finance Business is hived off into a separate company - Kotak Mahindra 

Prime Limited (formerly known as Kotak Mahindra Primus Limited). Kotak 

Mahindra takes a significant stake in Ford Credit Kotak Mahindra Limited, for 

financing Ford vehicles. The launch of Matrix Information Services Limited 
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marks the Group's entry into information distribution.  

1998 
Enters the mutual fund market with the launch of Kotak Mahindra Asset 

Management Company.  

2000 

Kotak Mahindra ties up with Old Mutual plc. for the Life Insurance business. 

Kotak Securities launches its on-line broking site (now www.kotaksecurities.com). 

Commencement of private equity activity through setting up of Kotak Mahindra 

Venture Capital Fund. 

2001  
Matrix sold to Friday Corporation 

Launches Insurance Services 

2003 
Kotak Mahindra Finance Ltd. converts to a commercial bank - the first Indian 

company to do so. 

2004 Launches India Growth Fund, a private equity fund. 

2005 

Kotak Group realigns joint venture in Ford Credit; Buys Kotak Mahindra Prime 

(formerly known as Kotak Mahindra Primus Limited) and sells Ford credit Kotak 

Mahindra. 

Launches a real estate fund 

2006 
Bought the 25% stake held by Goldman Sachs in Kotak Mahindra Capital 

Company and Kotak Securities 
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SYMBOL  

    KOTAK MAHINDRA CORPORATE IDENTITY   

 

                 

   Kotak Group Products & Services 

Bank Credit Cards 

Life Insurance 

Car Finance 

Securities 

Institutional Equities 

Investment Banking 

International Business 

Kotak Private Equity 

Kotak Realty Fund 

Wealth Management 

mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!../../Kotak_BankSite/personal/default.htm
http://www.kotakcards.com/kotak/cclive/index.html
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!lic.htm
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!car_finance.htm
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!securities.htm
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!institutional_equities.htm
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!investment_banking.htm
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!international.htm
http://www.kotak.com/realtyfund/
mhtml:file://C:/Users/HP/Desktop/KOTAK/Kotak8.mht!wealth_management.htm
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Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Company Limited (KMAMC) 

Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Company Limited (KMAMC), a wholly owned 

subsidiary of KMBL, is the Asset Manager for Kotak Mahindra Mutual Fund (KMMF). 

KMAMC started operations in December 1998 and has over 4 Lac investors in various 

schemes. KMMF offers schemes catering to investors with varying risk - return profiles and 

was the first fund house in the country to launch a dedicated gilt scheme investing only in 

government securities. We are sponsored by Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited, one of India's 

fastest growing banks, with a pedigree of over twenty years in the Indian Financial Markets. 

Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Co. Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of the bank, is our 

Investment Manager. We made a humble beginning in the Mutual Fund space with the launch 

of our first scheme in December, 1998. Today we offer a complete bouquet of products and 

services suiting the diverse and varying needs and risk-return profiles of our investors. We 

are committed to offering innovative investment solutions and world-class services and 

conveniences to facilitate wealth creation for our investors. 

 

SPONSORS 

The erstwhile Sponsor Company, Kotak Mahindra Finance Limited (KMFL) was 

converted into Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited (Kotak Bank) in March 2003 after being 

granted a banking license by the Reserve Bank of India. Thus, the Sponsor of the Fund is 

Kotak Bank. KMFL promoted by Mr. Uday S. Kotak, Mr. S.A.A. Pinto and Kotak & Co., 

was incorporated on November 21, 1985 under the name Kotak Capital Management Finance 

Limited.  

 In early 1986, the promoters were joined by Late Mr. Harish Mahindra and Mr. 

Anand G. Mahindra and the Company‟s name was changed to Kotak Mahindra Finance 

Limited. Mr. Uday Kotak, a scion of the Kotak family, was an outstanding student through 

school, Sydenham College (Bombay University) and Jamanalal Bajaj Institute of 

Management Studies (Bombay University). Mr. S. A. A. Pinto, trained as a lawyer, has held 

senior positions in well-known organisations like ICI and Grindlays Bank. For instance, he 

was part of the team in Grindlays Bank, which started the first merchant banking unit in India 

in 1968. Mr. Harish Mahindra an industrialist of repute played a prominent role in social 

service and public life, thereby earning him high esteem. Mr. Anand Mahindra, an MBA 

from Harvard University, is the Managing Director of one of India‟s most reputed industrial 

firms, Mahindra & Mahindra Limited. 
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KMFL started with a capital base of Rs. 30.88 lakh. From being a provider of a single 

financial product, KMFL grew substantially during the seventeen years of its existence into a 

highly diversified financial services company and has now converted into a Bank. As on 

March 31, 2008, the net worth (capital plus reserves & surplus) of Kotak Bank is Rs. 

3,535.49 crore and combined with its subsidiaries, the Group net worth (before minority 

interest) is Rs. 5824 crore. There are over 92,200 shareholders of Kotak Bank. The Sponsor 

and its subsidiaries/associates offer wide ranging financial services such as loans, lease and 

hire purchase, consumer finance, home loans, commercial vehicles and car finance, 

investment banking, stock broking, mutual funds, primary market distribution of equity and 

debt products and life insurance. The group has offices (including representative offices and 

franchise offices) in 370 Indian cities and also present internationally in Mauritius, San 

Francisco, London, Dubai, New York and Singapore. Kotak Mahindra (UK) Limited, a 

subsidiary of Kotak Bank, is the first company owned from India to be registered with the 

Financial Services Authority in UK. Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual Life Insurance Limited is a 

joint venture between Kotak Bank and Old Mutual Plc based in the UK and with large 

presence in the South African insurance market. Some of the other subsidiaries of Kotak 

Bank are Kotak Investment Advisors Ltd formerly known as (Kotak Mahindra Securities 

Limited), Kotak Mahindra Prime Limited, Kotak Mahindra (International) Limited, Kotak 

Mahindra Trusteeship Services Limited (formerly known as Kotak Mahindra Private-Equity 

Trustee Limited), Kotak Mahindra Investments Limited, Kotak Mahindra Inc., and Kotak 

Fore x Brokerage Limited. 

 

DIRECTOR‟S- TRUSTEE COMPANY 

 Mr. Amit Desai is a graduate in Commerce and Law from the Bombay University. He is an 

advocate and has about 20 years of experience in criminal, economic and revenue laws. Mr. 

Desai is associated with the Sponsor. 

 Mr. Girish Sharedalal is a graduate in Commerce and Arts and also a Fellow of the Institute 

of Chartered Accountants of India. Formerly a Senior Partner of Messrs Dalal, Desai and 

Kumana, a firm of Chartered Accountants, he has about 44 years of experience in the field 

of audit, taxation and management consultancy. 

 Mr. Tushar Mavani is a graduate in Commerce and Law from the Bombay University. He is 

a partner with Messrs Mulla & Mulla & Craigie Blunt & Caroe and has about 14 years of 

experience in the legal field. 
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 Mr. Anirudha Barwe is a postgraduate in Mathematics and also a Certified Associate of 

Indian Institute of Bankers, Mumbai. Mr. Barwe has about 43 years of experience in the 

field of banking and financial services. Mr. Barwe was actively associated with and 

responsible to a great extent for the success of the Resurgent India Bond issue of SBI. Mr. 

Barwe retired as the Managing Director of SBI Capital Markets Limited in October 1998. 

After retirement, Mr. Barwe worked with IDFC as Chief Financial Officer for 3 years. 

 Mr. Chandrashekhar Sathe is a graduate with B. Tech. (Chemical Engineering) from IIT, 

Mumbai. He has over 27 years' experience in Banking and Finance. He has been a part of 

the Senior Management team of the Kotak Mahindra Group since 1992 and was responsible 

for setting up the Fixed Income Securities capability of Kotak Mahindra Capital Company. 

Prior to Kotak Mahindra, he was with the Bank of Nova Scotia and Bank of Maharashtra 

and has wide ranging experience in Banking, Finance, Administration, Credit, Foreign 

Exchange and Money Markets. Mr. Sathe is a widely consulted expert on Foreign Exchange 

and Money Markets in India and is a frequent contributor to financial newspapers, 

magazines and TV News channels. Mr. Sathe was the Chief Executive Officer of the AMC 

for the period, 1st April, 1998 to 30th November, 2001 and currently heads the Risk 

Management function at Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited. Mr. Sathe is associated with the 

Sponsor. 

 

   PRODUCT OF KOTAK MAHINDRA MUTUAL FUND 

  Equity Funds Product 

   Kotak 30 

   Kotak Opportunities  

   Kotak Mid-Cap  

   Kotak Global 

   Kotak Contra  

   Kotak MNC  

   Kotak Tech 

   Kotak Balance  

   Kotak Equity FOF  

   Kotak Tax Saver 

   Kotak Lifestyle  
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Debt Funds Product 

 Kotak Income Plus  

 Kotak Bond  

 Kotak Bond Regular  

Kotak Floater ST  

Kotak Floater LT  

Kotak Flexi Debt  

Kotak Bond ST  

Kotak Gilt Investment  

Kotak Gilt Savings  

Kotak Liquid  

Kotak Cash Plus 

Kotak Mutual At A Glance 

Risk Return Stack Up  

 

AWARDS 

 ICRA AWARDS, 2009 

 NDTV AWARDS, 2006 

 LIPPER FUND AWARDS, 2006 

 ICRA AWARDS, 2006 

 ICRA MFR 1 (December 2004 & December 2005) 

 OUTLOOK MONEY BEST WEALTH CREATOR DEBT 2003 

 CRISIL BEST FUND AWARD 2003 
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CHAPTER – 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

AND 

METHODOLOGY 
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Source and methods of Data collection 

The purpose of research is to discover answers to questions through the application of 

scientific procedures. The main aim of the research is to find out the truth which is hidden 

and which has not been discovered yet. Though each research study has its own purpose, 

research objective may be thought to fall in following broad categories                            

Sources of Primary Data collection  

.  I surveyed on my Project Topic “Mutual Fund Comparison and Analysing “on the 

visiting to CAMP office as well as Brokers of the Kotak Mutual Fund in Nasik Branch And 

collected data . 

Sources of secondary data collection: 

This report is based on secondary data, however secondary data collection was given 

more importance since it is overhearing factor in attitude studies. One of the most important 

users of research methodology is that it helps in identifying the problem, collecting, 

analyzing the required information data and providing an alternative solution to the problem 

.It also helps in collecting the vital information that is required by the top management to 

assist them for the better decision making both day to day decision and critical ones. 

The secondary data has been collected through various journals, fact sheet and websites. 

Methods of data analysis and statistical Techniques 

This project work is a sincere effort to collect relevant data and represent it into useful 

information. Care has been taken to include both organizations as well as customer‟s point of 

view. This information will prove helpful to the organization, potential investors.  To make it 

easy to understand charts and graphics have been used.  

Statistical techniques   

  Used comparative data analysing with help of Microsoft excel sheet and represent in 

Bar graphs and Table.(Ratio Portfolio Turnover Beta Sharp Standard Deviation Alpha)  
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The key term in mutual funds 

 Dividend Policy:  

Dividend will be distributed from the available distributable surplus after the 

deduction of the divided distribution surplus after the deduction of the dividend distribution 

tax and the applicable surcharge, if any. The mutual fund is not guaranteeing or assuring any 

dividend. Pease read the offer document for details. Further payment of all the dividends shall 

be in compliance with SEBI circular No. SEBI/IMD/CIR No. 1/64057/06 dated 4/4/06. 

 Net Asset Value (NAV): 

Net Asset Value is the market value of the assets of the scheme minus its liabilities. 

The per unit NAV is the net asset value of the scheme divided by the number of units 

outstanding on the Valuation Date. 

Applicable NAV: Sale of units by reliance mutual fund: in respect of valid applications 

received up to 3 p.m. by the mutual fund along with a local cheque or a demand draft payable 

at par at the place where the application is received, the closing NAV of the day on which 

application is received shall be applicable. 

Repurchase including Switch-out: in respect of valid applications received up 

to 3 pm by the mutual fund, same day‟s closing NAV shall be applicable. In respect of valid 

applications received after 3 p.m. by the mutual fund, the closing NAV of the next business 

day shall be applicable. 

Daily net Asset Value (NAV) publication:  the NAV is declared on all 

working days and is published in 2 newspapers. NAV can also be viewed on 

www.kotakmutualfund.com and www.amfiindia.com . 

Tax Benefits to the mutual fund:   Kotak Mutual Fund is a Mutual fund 

registered with the securities & exchange board of India and hence the entire income of the 

mutual fund will be exempt from income tax in accordance with the provisions of section 

10(23D) of the income tax act, 1961. The mutual fund will receive all income without any 

deduction of tax at source under the provisions of section 196(iv) of the act.  

An exemption has been granted under the finance (No.2) act, 2004 to open ended equity 

oriented mutual funds from paying distribution tax on income distributed without any time 

limit, effective from 1 April 2004. 

 

 

http://www.kotakmutualfund.com/
http://www.amfiindia.com/
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Securities transaction Tax:   

                                                                                                                                                    Table No. 01 

Name of Transaction Payable by Rate of Tax 

Purchase and sale of equity 

shares or units of equity 

oriented mutual funds on a 

recognised stock exchange 

on delivery basis 

Both purchaser as well as 

seller 

0.125% 

Sale on stock exchange of 

equity shares or units of 

equity oriented mutual 

funds on non- delivery basis 

Seller 0.025% 

Sale of derivatives 

reorganized stock exchange 

Seller 0.017% 

Sale of units of equity 

oriented mutual funds to the 

mutual fund 

Seller 0.25% 

 

 Sale Price 

Is the price you pay when you invest in a scheme. Also called Offer Price. It 

may include a sales load. 

 Repurchase Price  

Is the price at which a close-ended scheme repurchases its units and it may 

include a back-end load. This is also called Bid Price 

 Redemption Price 

Is the price at which open-ended schemes repurchase their units and close-

ended schemes redeem their units on maturity. Such prices are NAV related. 
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 Sales Load  

Is a charge collected by a scheme when it sells the units. Also called, „Front-

end load. Schemes that do not charge a load are called „No Load‟ schemes 

 Repurchase or „Back-end‟ Load 

Is a charge collected by a scheme when it buys back the units from the unit 

holders. 

 

TYPES OF INVESTMENT: 

There are two types of investment in Mutual Funds. 

 Lump Sum 

 Systematic Investment Plan(SIP) 

 Lump sum: In Lump sum the investment is only one times that  

is of Rs. 5,000. and if the investment is monthly then the investment will be 6,000/-. 

 Systematic Investment Plan(SIP) :   

We have already mentioned about SIPs in brief in the previous pages but now going 

into details, we will see how the power of compounding could benefit us. In such case, every 

small amounts invested regularly can grow substantially. SIP gives a clear picture of how an 

early and regular investment can help the investor in wealth creation. Due to its unlimited 

advantages SIP could be redefined as “a methodology of fund investing regularly to benefit 

regularly from the stock market volatility. In the later sections we will see how returns 

generated from some of the SIPs have outperformed their benchmark.  

 

1.6 Limitations 

The comparison of the Mutual fund is done with the help of the secondary data 

available in different websites and modules. The comparison has been done on the basis of 

values as on September 29, 2009 thus there could be differences in performance as per the 

latest values. The subject is vast and the project reflects just one action of it.  
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                                                    KOTAK 30 

Open Ended Equity Scheme 

 

Objective:  The investment objective of the scheme is to generate capital appreciation from a 

portfolio of predominantly equity and equity related securities. The portfolio will 

generally comprise of equity and equity related instruments of around 

30companies which may go up to 39 companies, and that these companies may 

or may not be the same which constitute the BSE Sensitive Index or NSE Fifty 

(S&P CNX Nifty) Index. Review and rebalancing will be conducted if the 

investment in companies exceed above 39.  

Fund Managers                                : 1. Krishna Sanghvi 

                                                              2. Emmanuel Elango 

 

Inception Date                                 :   December 29, 1998 

Plans and Options            :   Dividend and Growth Option 

Face Value (Rs/Unit)                      :   Rs. 10 

NAV               :   83.471  

Minimum Investment                    :    Rs.5000 

Benchmark                                     :    S&P CNX Nifty 

Corpus                                            :    Rs. 995.83 cr.                

                                                                                                                 Table No. 02 

 Ratio*                                              

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                               *source: value research 

                                                                                                  August09 

1 Portfolio Turnover 293.00% 

2 Beta 0.90 

3 Sharp 0.38 

4  Standard Deviation                                                              32.14 

5 Alpha 1.96 
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TOP 10 HOLDINGS                                                               Table No. 03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dividend History       Table No. 04 

 

 

Company Nature Value (cr) % 

Reliance Industries Ltd. EQ 85.2 9.5 

State Bank of India EQ 47.66 5.31 

Bharti Airtel Ltd EQ 44.74 4.99 

Oil & Natural Gas Corpn Ltd EQ 41.51 4.63 

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. DEBT 40.65 4.53 

ICICI BANK LTD. EQ 39.23 4.37 

Larsen & Toubro Limited EQ 32.25 3.59 

Infosys Technologies Ltd. EQ 30.91 3.45 

NTPC Limited. EQ 29.08 3.24 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd EQ 27.23 3.03 

 

 

DATE CUM DIVIDEND NAV Rs./UNIT 

30/03/2009 20.021 1.00 

28/02/2008 39.091 3.00 

11/01/2008 51.398 6.00 

20/07/2007 38.869 3.00 

27/12/2006 38.556 5.50 

27/12/2005 28.711 1.00 

03/06/2005 20.345 1.00 

05/11/2004 18.060 1.50 

31/01/2004 21.093 5.00 

20/10/2003 18.983 2.00 

28/12/2201 11.036 1.00 

09/10/2000 17.556 2.00 

11/12/1999 22.954 2.00 
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                                                                                                                                                   Graph No. 01 

 

                                                                                                                                                  Graph No. 02 

  

The above chart shows kotak30 returns for last 1, 3, 6 and 12 months as compare to their 

competitors. In short term Kotak 30 showing average performance than their competitors.  
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                                                                                                                                                                          Graph No.03 

                                                                                                       

                                                                          

 

                                                                                                                                                          Graph No.04 

 

The above chart shows kotak30 returns for last 2 and 3 years as well as for 5 and inception 

year as compare to their competitors. In long term Kotak 30 showing good performance 

than their competitors. 
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                                                       Kotak Opportunities Fund 

Open Ended Equity Scheme 

 

Objective:  To generate capital appreciation from a diversified portfolio of equity and equity 

related securities.  

Fund Managers                                : 1. Krishna Sanghvi 

                                                              2. Anurag Jain 

 

Inception Date                                 :   September 9, 2004 

Plans and Options            :   Dividend and Growth Option 

Face Value (Rs/Unit)                      :   Rs. 10 

NAV               :   37.205 

Minimum Investment                    :    Rs.5000 

Benchmark                                     :    S&P CNX 500 

Corpus                                            :    Rs. 1078.91 cr.                

                                                                                                                             Table No. 05  

 Ratio*                                              

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                               *source: value research 

                                                                                                               August 09 

                            

 

 

 

 

1 Portfolio Turnover 333.56% 

2 Beta 1.06 

3 Sharp 0.43 

4  Standard Deviation                                                              38.47 

5 Alpha 4.33 
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TOP 10 HOLDINGS                                                         Table No. 06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dividend History                         Table No. 07 

DATE CUM DIVIDEND NAV Rs./UNIT 

14/03/2008 16.975 2.00 

25/01/2008 27.090 6.00 

28/09/2007 24.293 3.00 

27/09/2006 17.745 1.50 

21/03/2006 21.783 4.50 

28/09/2005 16.816 1.00 

25/02/2005 12.852 0.75 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

Company Nature Value (cr) % 

Reliance Industries Ltd. EQ 53.39 5.87 

Bharti Airtel Ltd EQ 36.94 4.06 

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. DEBT 32.89 3.61 

Aditya Birla Nuvo Limited EQ 27.88 3.06 

Oil & Natural Gas Corpn Ltd EQ 26.89 2.96 

ICICI BANK LTD. EQ 25.90 2.85 

State Bank of India EQ 25.74 2.83 

Larsen & Toubro Limited EQ 21.26 2.34 

Infosys Technologies Ltd. EQ 20.64 2.27 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd EQ 20.29 2.23 
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                                                                                                                                                                          Graph No. 05 

 

                                                                                                                                                                               Graph No.06 

 

The above chart shows Kotak opportunities fund returns for last 1, 3, 6 and 12 months. In 

short term Kotak opportunities showing good performance than their competitors.  
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                                                                                                                                                                 Graph No. 07 

 

                                                                                                                                                                              Graph No. 08 

 

 

The above chart shows Kotak opportunities fund returns for last 2 and 3 year as well as for 5    

and inception years as compare to their competitors. Kotak opportunities fund is best 

among other long term funds. 
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                                                       Kotak TaxSaver - Growth 

Open Ended Equity Scheme 

 

Objective:  The investment objective of the scheme is to generate long term capital 

appreciation from a diversified portfolio of equity and equity related securities 

and enable investors to avail the income tax rebate, as permitted from time to 

time. 

Fund Managers                                : 1. Krishna Sanghvi 

                                                              2. Anurag Jain 

                   

Inception Date                                 :   November 23, 2005 

Plans and Options            :   Dividend and Growth Option 

Face Value (Rs/Unit)                      :   Rs. 10 

NAV               :   14.805   as on 4
th

 September, 2009 

Minimum Investment                    :    Rs.5000 

Benchmark                                     :    S&P CNX 500 

Corpus                                            :    Rs. 489.7313 cr.                

                                                                                                                                        Table No. 08 

 Ratio*                                              

 

 

 

 

                            

                                                                                                    *source: value research                             

                                                                                                      Factsheet August09 

 

1 Portfolio Turnover 244.91% 

2 Beta 1.03 

3 Sharp 0.30 

4  Standard Deviation                                                              37.53 

5 Alpha -0.58 
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                                                                                                                                              Graph no.09 

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                          Graph No.10 

  The above chart shows Kotak tax saver fund returns for last 1, 3, 6 and 12 months as 

compare to their competitors. Kotak TaxSaver fund is showing good performance in short 

term. 
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                                                                                                                                        Graph N0. 11 

 

                                                                                                                                                         Graph No. 12 

 

The above chart shows Kotak tax saver fund returns for last 2 and 3 year as well as 5 and 

inception years as compare to their competitors. It is showing average performance in long 

term than their competitors. 
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                                                                  Kotak Floater Long term 

Open Ended Debt Scheme 

 

Objective:  To reduce the interest rate risk associated with investment in fixed rate 

investment by investing predominantly in floating rate securities, money market 

instrument and using appropriate derivatives.  

Fund Managers                                : 1. Deepak Agrawal  

                                                              2. Abhishek Bisen  

 

Inception Date                                 :   August 13, 2004 

Plans and Options            :   Growth, Dividend Reinvestment & weekly dividend                                       

payout. 

Face Value (Rs/Unit)                      :   10 

NAV               :   14.21 

Minimum Investment                    :    Rs.5000 

Benchmark                                     : CRISIL Liquid Fund Index 

Corpus                                            :    Rs.   13436.21 Cr              

 Table No. 09 

 Ratio*                                              

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                               *source: value research 

                            Factsheet August09 

 

             

 

1 Beta 0.54 

2 Sharp 9.86 

3  Standard Deviation                                                              0.28 

4 Alpha 2.11 
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                                                                                                                                Graph No.13 

 

                                                                                                                                                        Graph No.14 

 

The above chart shows Kotak floater long term fund returns for last 1,3,6 and 12 month as 

well as for 2,3 and 5 years as compare to  their competitors. Kotak floater showing good 

performance not only in short term but also in long term than their competitors. 
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                                                               Kotak Floater Short Term  

Open Ended Debt Scheme 

 

Objective:  To reduce the interest rate risk associated with investment in fixed rate 

investment by investing predominantly in floating rate securities, money market 

instrument and using appropriate derivatives.  

Fund Managers                                : 1. Deepak Agrawal  

                                                              2. Abhishek Bisen  

 

Inception Date                                 :   July 14, 2003 

Plans and Options            :   Dividend Reinvestment and Growth                        

Face Value (Rs/Unit)                      :   10 

NAV               :   14.76 

Minimum Investment                    :    Rs.5000 

Benchmark                                     : CRISIL Liquid Fund Index 

Corpus                                            :    Rs.   320.22              

 Table No. 10 

 Ratio*                                              

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                               *source: value research 

                                                                                                  Factsheet August09 

 

 

1 Beta 0.72 

2 Sharp 7.75 

3  Standard Deviation                                                              0.31 

4 Alpha 1.47 
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                                                                                                                                                                                Graph No.15 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                Graph No.16 

 

The above chart shows Kotak floater Short term fund returns for last 3 days, 1 & 2 week and 

1,2,3,6 month as compare to their competitors. Kotak floater showing good performance in 

short term than their competitors. 
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FINDINGS  

After comparing various schemes of Kotak Mahindra mutual funds with other mutual funds 

schemes I found following results: 

Kotak 30 shows average performance for short period and higher performance to long period. 

Kotak 30 fund had given dividend 13 times in 10 year. Kotak 30 has provided to investor 

schemes with minimum investment amount i.e. with minimum face value. 

Kotak Opportunities shows better performance for short & long period. Kotak Opportunities 

had given dividend 07 times in last 05 year. 

Kotak TaxSaver shows good performance in short period and long period. Kotak TaxSaver 

had generated capital and reduced risk in short period also. 

Kotak Floater Long Term and Kotak Floater Short Term both are showing good performance 

in short term as well as in long term. 

There are great opportunities for investment in mutual funds. For this purpose Kotak 

Mahindra mutual Fund has been providing number of different schemes for investment. 

Investors identify mutual fund scheme on the more basis of brand name and NAV and they 

give preference to growth, balance and debt scheme. 

After making comparisons for last 5 years all mutual fund schemes are showing some 

fluctuations. (As shown in analysis part)  
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SUGGESTION 

Kotak 30, Kotak Opportunities and Kotak TaxSaver Shows good performance in short as 

well as long period therefore Kotak Mahindra mutual fund should need to concentrate more 

on making their brand image through advertising because lots of mutual fund schemes are 

available in market.  

Kotak Floater Long Term and Kotak Floater Short Term both are showing good performance 

in short term as well as long term but Kotak mutual fund should raise their corpus amount to 

not only in city area but also in rural area by attracting more investors.  

Investors identify mutual fund scheme on the more basis of brand name and NAV and they 

give preference to growth, balance and debt scheme but mutual fund investors should have 

knowledge about Expert professional management, reduction in risk, Liquidity of investment, 

Diversified portfolios etc. Therefore Kotak mutual fund should provide its information 

through maximum business magazine, News paper and television channel.  

Kotak Mahindra has been providing good return in long term mutual fund to their investors 

then Kotak mutual fund should provide some extra facility to their investors,  

Like SIP contest.  
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CONCLUSION  

The study of Mutual Fund Comparison and Analysis is of major importance 

because of major difference between current and past performance of a mutual fund.    

          During this project work I came to some conclusions which are as follows: 

 Mutual fund industry is a booming industry in current scenario. 

 There are many schemes available for investors to invest in mutual fund. 

 There is more return from mutual fund in long term as compared to short 

term. 

 SEBI (Securities exchange Board of India) has good control over mutual 

fund industry. 

 Kotak30 and Kotak opportunities mutual fund schemes are showing good 

performance in short and long term as compare to schemes provided by 

other mutual funds. 

 Some economic factors such as Legal, Political, Educational, Cultural and 

income are affecting Mutual fund industry    

 Mutual fund is subject to market risk. 





















 

 


